2021 Annual Report (Primary)
About this Report
St Joseph’s Primary School, Culcairn is registered by the NSW Education Standards
Authority. Catholic Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga (CEDWW) is the ‘approved authority’
for the Registration System formed under Section 39 of the Education Act 1990 (NSW).
St Joseph’s Primary School Annual Report to the community provides parents and the
wider community with fair, reliable and objective information about the school’s
performance measures and policies, as determined by the Minister for Education. The report
also outlines information about initiatives and developments of major interest and
importance during the year and the achievements arising from the implementation of the
school's Annual Improvement Plan.
The Annual Report demonstrates accountability to regulatory bodies, the school community
and Catholic Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga. This report has been approved by Catholic
Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga and in so doing, acknowledges that St Joseph’s Primary
School Culcairn has the appropriate processes in place to ensure compliance with all NSW
Education Standards Authority requirements for registration and accreditation.
This report complements and is supplementary to St Joseph’s Primary School newsletters
and other forms of communication. Further information about St Joseph’s Primary School
may be obtained by contacting the school directly or by visiting the school’s website.
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Section 1: Message from Key Groups in Our School Community
Message from the Principal
Physically, 2021 was another interesting year for our school but a great growth year for us as
a school community. COVID-19 again had an impact on our daily lives especially here at
school. Restrictions and ultimately stay at home public health orders sent staff and students
into a world of ‘learning from home’. Staff adapted immediately with families having a
renewed attitude and understanding of what was important.
Catholic Mission: The goal was to continue to work towards improving the visibility and
cultural link between school, staff and students to St Joseph’s Josephite heritage.
Unfortunately, restrictions resulted in limited opportunities for gatherings or participation in
masses, although classes created strong liturgical spaces and experiences as an important
part of our mission.
Pastoral Care: The Inclusive and Diverse Learning Teacher continued to engage in inclusive
practices and build individual learning plans for students. School norms were explored
throughout the year: Be Safe, Be Respectful, Be Responsible, Be a Learner and all within the
motto, “Learning through and in Jesus Christ”. A large component of focus throughout the
year was supporting students and their families during a very difficult time. Ensuring that we
had a safe and supportive environment was at the forefront to ensure we could continue to
be impactful, all with slightly different ways of operating due to restrictions.
Curriculum: The continued focus this year was around ensuring high expectations, having
children set personal goals for learning and increasing levels of descriptive feedback for
these children. Great benefits were witnessed through this approach and students’
expectations of themselves were lifted. The diocese partnership with Dr Lyn Sharratt was
completed with a diocese wide Zoom meeting where we presented our amazing journey.
The staff of St Joseph’s Primary School strived for excellence and professionalism in all of
their endeavours throughout 2021. Their dedication to improving the learning outcomes and
the education of the whole child was outstanding.
Josh Gaynor
Principal

Message from the Parent Body
Excerpt from the end of year chairperson speech.
I would like to congratulate the whole school community on reaching the end of 2021. It has
been another year of uncertainty, but we can take some positives from this strange
experience, including the development of resilience, flexibility and acceptance within our
children.
The school council worked behind the scenes this year continuing efforts to improve the
school facilities. Thanks to Jessica Wild for her work organising fundraising this year. We held
a major raffle online for the first time which was a successful venture. The Cadbury fundraiser
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and the Bunnings barbeque were well supported. All funds raised were directed straight
back into the school, with the goal of offering the best possible facilities and education
experiences for our children. Thanks to all who support our fundraising efforts.
We are especially grateful for Josh’s leadership and the amazing teachers and support staff
at St Joseph’s. Every member of staff is dedicated to supporting and caring for the children
and I know as a parent, I can be confident that I am sending my children to be with people
who will influence them in a positive way and always have their best interests at heart. Thank
you for the way you navigated restrictions and lockdowns, still managing to offer the
children new and exciting opportunities throughout the year. We wish Miss Robson well on
her new appointment at Tallangatta and thank her for her work this year.
The School Council offers special congratulations to the Year 6 graduates! We wish you well
as you head into secondary education and hope that you look back on your time at St
Joseph’s fondly. To the parents of our graduates, thank you for the support you showed the
school over the years. There are five families leaving St Josephs this year, thank you to the
Honeywill, Weston, Thomas, Tuala and Turner families for the contribution you made to the
community during your time at St Joseph's.
Thanks to Simone D’Amelio, vice chair and Cam D’Amelio for their contribution to the School
Council over the year. Thank you to Kirralea Walkerden for her role as Canteen Manager; I
know I am grateful to have a day off making lunches each week! Almost all School Council
meetings were held via Zoom and it was great to see some new faces. We invite all parents
to be a part of the School Council in 2022 and look forward to seeing you at the next
meeting.
Caroline Godde
School Council Chair

Message from the Student Body
This year we had a very enjoyable year as the leaders of our school. We enjoyed the added
responsibility and feel that we represented the younger children to the best of our ability. As
captains, we thoroughly enjoyed our journey. We enjoyed the student leadership meetings
with Mr Gaynor and taking on roles and responsibilities throughout the school. COVID-19
made our chances for representing our school very limited, although we will always
remember our final year of primary school. A big thank you to the Year 6 teachers for making
the end of year celebrations possible. We will be forever grateful.
Good luck to the 2022 leaders as you move into your leadership responsibilities.
Thank you St Joseph’s.
School Captains 2021
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Section 2: School Features/ Context
The school is located in rural NSW and is 55 km north of Albury. Many of the school families
are generational farmers of crops, cattle and sheep.
St Joseph’s Primary School is conscious of the need to teach students to be children who are
spiritual, inquirers, thinkers, reflective, adaptable, knowledgeable, communicators,
collaborative, principled, caring and health conscious global citizens and lifelong learners.
These exit outcomes direct teaching and learning at St Joseph’s Primary School, Culcairn.
Parents are recognised as the first educators of their children and strong relationships are
encouraged between home and the classroom. It is important to participate fully within the
community. The classroom and whole school programmes are designed to ensure all
students have equal access to the curriculum, as well as understanding their place within
the community.
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Section 3: Student Profile
The school caters for co-educational kindergarten to year 6 students. The following
information describes the student profile for 2021:
Girls

Boys

LBOTE*

Indigenous

Total

30

21

0

0

51

*Language background other than english

1. Enrolment Policy
Catholic Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga has established an enrolment policy. The
implementation of this policy is monitored by the Catholic Education Diocese, Wagga
Wagga. The policy has been developed in the context of government and system
requirements. Children from families who are prepared to support the ethos and
values of the Catholic Church may be considered eligible for enrolment.
Copies of this policy and other policies in the report may be obtained from the
Catholic Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga website or by contacting the Catholic
Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga or by contacting the school directly. (Link to
CEDWW Webpage)
2. Student Attendance and Retention Rates
Year

Attendance %

Kinder

93%

Year 1

95%

Year 2

93%

Year 3

95%

Year 4

93%

Year 5

94%

Year 6

91%

The average student attendance rate for 2021 was 93%.
Regular attendance at school is essential if students are to maximise their potential. The
school, in partnership with parents, is responsible for promoting the regular attendance of
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students. While parents are legally responsible for the regular attendance of their children,
school staff as part of their duty of care, monitor part or whole day absences.
St Joseph’s staff, under the Principal’s leadership, support the regular attendance of students
by:
●
●
●
●

Providing a caring teaching and learning environment which fosters students’ sense
of well being and belonging to the school community.
Maintaining accurate records of student attendance.
Recognising and rewarding excellent and improved student attendance.
Implementing programs and practices to address attendance issues when they arise.

The Principal is responsible for supporting the regular attendance of students by ensuring
that:
●
●
●
●

Parents and students are regularly informed of attendance requirements and the
consequences of unsatisfactory attendance.
All cases of unsatisfactory attendance and part or full day absences from school are
investigated promptly and the appropriate intervention strategies are implemented.
Documented plans are developed to address the needs of students whose
attendance is identified as being of concern.
The director of Catholic Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga or designated Catholic
Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga officer is provided with regular information about
students for whom chronic non-attendance is an issue and for whom school
strategies have failed to restore regular attendance.
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Section 4: Staffing Profile
There are a total of seven teachers and five support staff at St Joseph’s Primary School. This
includes five full-time and two part-time teachers.
Teacher Accreditation Status
The accreditation status of all teaching staff responsible for delivering the curriculum is:
Teacher Accreditation Status

Number of Teachers

Conditional/ Provisional

0

Proficient

7

Percentage of staff who are indigenous

0

Professional Learning
The ongoing professional development of each staff member is highly valued. Professional
learning can take many forms including whole school staff days, subject specific in service
courses, meetings, conferences and a range of professional learning programs provided by
the Catholic Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga.
2021 Staff Professional Learning Plan
Staff Professional Learning is prioritised according to the goals of the Annual Improvement
Plan. It is framed by the following domains of the National School Improvement Tool:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

An explicit improvement agenda
Analysis and discussion of data
A culture that promotes learning
Targeted use of school resources
An expert teaching team
Systematic curriculum delivery
Differentiated teaching and learning
Effective pedagogical practices
School community partnerships

The staff professional learning program focused on the following priorities from the annual
improvement plan:

● Targeting the teaching approaches of religious education within the school
environment.
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●
●
●
●

Focus on Lyn Sharratts ‘Assessment and Instruction Framework ‘Waterfall Chart’.
Develop a common understanding of a literacy block and how this can be informed
by the teaching and learning cycle.
Increase whole school use of data to inform teaching and learning through the
introduction of MAI GP Data wall.
To ensure common teaching approaches across the school that are aligned to the
EMU approach.
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Section 5: Catholic Life and Religious Education
Catholic schools have a unique role in the evangelising and educating mission of the
Church. St Joseph’s Primary School follows the Wagga Wagga Diocesan religious education
curriculum, Sharing Our Story.
Catholic Heritage
St Joseph’s Primary School was first opened in 1926 by the sisters of St Joseph. The first
sisters: Austine Doyle, Evangelist Duggan, Gonzaga Cuffe, Gertrude Lennon and Concerpta
Gallagher arrived to open the school for 60 pupils. Strenuous efforts were made, mostly to
raise money to build a convent and ultimately a school building. The school continues to
strive for excellence in all areas, all while fostering the strong beliefs and values of the sisters
of St Joseph.
Liturgical Life of the School
St Joseph’s primary school participated regularly in Mass and once a month held a family
Mass (children’s liturgy) at the Sunday 10am Mass. COVID-19 restrictions then impacted and
the school community took responsibility for the readings and offertory procession. The
school celebrated the feast days of St Patrick, St Joseph, St Mary Mackillop and St Mary Help
of Christians. The students celebrated liturgies where possible on each holy day of obligation.
Prayer is an important part of the daily life of the school. Occasionally, on Fridays, an
afternoon assembly was held and each assembly commenced with the school prayer. Each
day the classrooms begin with a prayer. At lunchtime the school gathers to say grace.
Staff and Student Faith Formation
Daily class religious education lessons occur which focus on using Jesus' example to allow
the students and staff to reflect daily on their faith journeys. In 2021, first reconciliation and
first holy Communion sacramental programs were undertaken under strict restrictions.
Throughout the whole school masses, the roles/ ministries were shared amongst children to
allow growth for all students.
Social Justice
During the year, the students of St Joseph’s Primary School participated in many activities
that promoted the missionary work of the church. These included fundraising days for
Catholic Mission, St Vincent De Paul and Caritas. A highlight of social awareness for the year
was the Winter Shield Appeal, which was very well supported.
Professional Learning in Catholic Life and Mission
Staff participated in a number of professional learning experiences within the religious
education area, including shared construction of scope and sequences and the exploration
of shared christian praxis. Exploring resources and creating meaningful liturgical experiences
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was a staged process that benefited all. All staff participated and assisted throughout the
implementation of the two sacramental programs, allowing for a number of very meaningful
staff community experiences.
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Section 6: Curriculum
The school provides an educational program based on and taught in accordance with the
NSW Education Standards Authority (NESA) syllabuses for Primary Education. The Key
Learning Areas (KLAs) are English, Mathematics, Science and Technology, Human Society
and its Environment, Creative Arts and Personal Development, Health and Physical
Education. Each KLA is delivered as required for Registration and Accreditation under the
Education Act 1990 (NSW) and school’s implement the Religious Education Syllabus
requirements for the Catholic Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga.
The school provides the opportunity for children to participate in a wide range of activities
that enhance the educational experience for them. Included in these are the opportunity to
participate in the University of NSW Tests for Maths, Science, Computing, Spelling and
Reading. In Stage 1, children have access to the Reading Recovery programme, with one on
one mentoring to help those who are yet to master reading. Identification of vulnerable
students throughout the school were exposed in the Extending Mathematics
Understanding initiative, which included small group intervention for those deemed to have
the higher needs in mathematics.
The Extending Mathematical Understanding (EMU) program continued throughout the
diocese during 2021. This program enabled the school to engage a Maths Focus teacher for
two days a week. As a means of tracking student development in Mathematics, the
Mathematics Assessment Interview was utilised throughout the school. This assessment tool
provides specific information about the knowledge that each student has of various
concepts in numeracy.
Royal Far West continued their partnership with CEDWW this year and this resulted in five
students benefiting from some online weekly speech pathology with Telecare.
In today’s modern world, children need to clearly understand the purpose of learning in
order to connect it to their daily lives. Staff at St Joseph’s believe that teaching children to be
responsible, effective, lifelong learners is more important than memorising facts and figures.
Staff encourage all children to interact with modern technology, using the resources that are
freely available, to support an inquiry based model of learning. In this model, the journey of
learning and the questioning that goes with it, is often more important than the final
destination.
Aligned with this inquiry based model is a desire on behalf of the staff to ensure that the
children are well grounded in the basic skills that are needed to function in a modern
society. Support is provided at all levels to ensure that children can and do achieve at the
highest level possible.
The school prides itself on delivering to students, programmes that meet their individual
learning needs and goals through differentiated lessons.
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Section 7: Student
Examinations

Performance

in

State-Wide

Tests

and

NAPLAN 2021 Results
NAPLAN is an annual assessment for all students in Years 3, 5, 7 and 9. It tests the types of
skills that are essential for every child to progress through school and life. The tests cover
skills in reading, writing, spelling, grammar and punctuation, and numeracy. School
performance is compared with the State, as well as the Statistically Similar School Group
(SSSG) which is calculated by ACARA. In 2021, all CEDWW schools completed NAPLAN
Online.
Growth
There is an expectation that student individual scores improve between testing periods,
reflecting their learning over the two year period. Growth figures provide information about
student growth in test scores compared to the previous testing. The graphs below show the
individual school growth compared to the Statistically Similar School Group (SSSG) and state
growth. The first row shows how average growth for the school (green) compares with the
average growth for the SSSG (black) and the state (red). The SSSG is determined by the
Department of Education.
Year 3 to Year 5
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Summary of Means
Number
Students

of School Mean

State Mean

Year 3
Numeracy

9

4.4.2

411.5

Reading

9

452.6

442.6

Writing

9

431

433.8

G&P

9

451.7

442.5

Spelling

9

414.3

433.1

Numeracy

17

501.0

502.8

Reading

17

525.7

514.4

Writing

17

499.0

488.4

G&P

17

498.4

509.4

Spelling

17

505.2

514.2

Year 5
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Section 8: Pastoral Care and Well Being
Catholic Education Diocese of Wagga Wagga has established a Pastoral Care and Well Being
Policy which is implemented by all schools in the diocese. The implementation of this policy
is monitored by Catholic Education Diocese of Wagga Wagga.
See CEDWW Policy HERE.
The St Joseph’s Primary School community believes that pastoral care is a life-giving focus
that is a response to each person’s need for self-esteem, positive discipline, effective learning,
purpose in life, moral and personal development, experienced within the ethos of a gospel
based community.
Pastoral care is central to the ethos and identity of a Catholic school. It is essential that
pastoral care for students be given a high priority. The role of schools as an educational
institution is to encourage excellence, the pursuit of learning and the care of all individual
students. The primary purpose of this school is to promote the full physical, social,
intellectual, emotional and spiritual development of the students.
The school has, in accordance with Diocesan Guidelines, a Wellbeing Committee. This
committee consists of the teaching staff, Principal, School Counsellor and the School
Inclusive and Diverse Learning Teacher. The main role of the committee is to review the
welfare of any student in the school who may be in need of assistance.
The policy revolves around the four main school norms: Be Safe, Be Responsible, Be
Respectful and Be a Learner. These four norms are viewed in the light of the school’s motto;
‘Learning in and through Jesus Christ.’
Discipline Policy
Catholic Education Diocese of Wagga Wagga has established a Discipline Policy which is
implemented by all schools in the diocese. The implementation of this policy is monitored by
Catholic Education Diocese of Wagga Wagga.
See CEDWW Policy HERE.
The St Joseph’s Student Behaviour Management Policy intends to develop a whole school
approach to student behaviour. It embraces the philosophy of Restorative Practice.
The policy aims to encourage positive student behaviour and expects students to:
●
●
●
●

Develop positive self-discipline
Respect the rights of others
Own their own behaviour and accept the consequences of poor behaviour choices
Build positive relationships

To assist in the implementation of the Behavioural Management Policy, the following
protocols are followed:
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●
●
●

Ongoing professional development of staff in Restorative Practice
Clearly established norms across the whole school, which are revisited regularly
Staff model positive relationships and endeavour to be consistent when dealing with
students

School Norms form the basis of all behaviour management.
Anti Bullying Policy
Catholic Education Diocese of Wagga Wagga has established an Anti Bullying Policy which
is implemented by all schools in the diocese. The implementation of this policy is monitored
by Catholic Education Diocese of Wagga Wagga.
See CEDWW Policy HERE.
St Joseph’s Primary School seeks to be a place of acceptance, affirmation and justice.
Bullying strikes at the very basis of these values and prevents students from reaching for
excellence in every dimension of life. The students are entitled to receive their education free
from humiliation, oppression and abuse. Staff follow the school Anti-Bullying Policy to
ensure the safety of all children and staff within the school community. St Joseph’s
participated in the National Anti-Bullying Day and the Day for Daniel.
Initiatives Promoting Respect and Responsibility
The school continued its involvement with the community when possible during a difficult
year. Students undertook a number of fundraising events to raise money for St Vincent De
Paul, Catholic Missions and Caritas.
Students participated in a number of initiatives such as:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Day for Daniel
White Ribbon day
Harmony Day
Ride to School Day
Footy Colours Day
NAIDOC Week
Reconciliation day

Complaints and Grievances Resolution Policy
Catholic Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga has established a Complaints and Suggestions
Policy which is implemented by all schools in the Diocese. The implementation of this policy
is monitored by the Catholic Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga.
See CEDWW Policy HERE and Procedures HERE.
Workplace Health and Safety
Each school is required to implement and comply with the Diocesan School System
Workplace Health and Safety Management System (WHSMS). This system reflects the
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current statutory requirements for WHS and complies with the Australian Standard for WHS
Management Systems. The WHSMS adopted by the Catholic Education Diocese, Wagga
Wagga Systemic Schools has been designed to address general health, safety and welfare
matters and to take account of specific issues that apply to school communities. The
management system supports the provision of a safe and supportive environment for all
students as well as taking into account the health, safety and welfare of staff, visitors and
contractors to the school site.
Principals, in consultation with the relevant CEDWW personnel, are responsible for
monitoring the school’s compliance with WHS Legislation and to implement the
management system in keeping with the Catholic Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga
Annual WHS Plan. External WHS system audits are conducted across a sample of schools
each year to validate the implementation of the management system.
Catholic schools in the Diocese of Wagga Wagga are committed to a safe and supportive
environment. The principles, guidelines and procedures set out in the policy documents
CEDWW of Pastoral Care, Student Well Being, Bullying and Harassment are the framework
for school leaders, students, staff, parents and the wider community to develop a safe and
supportive environment. The Diocesan Complaints Handling Procedure forms an important
element in the diocese’s commitment to ensuring safe and supportive environments for
school communities. No changes were made to these diocesan documents in 2021.
In compliance with the NSW Reform Act 1990, Corporal Punishment is banned in all schools
within the Diocese of Wagga Wagga.
Access to all policies and guidelines can be obtained by contacting the school office.
See CEDWW Policy HERE
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Section 9: School Review and Improvement
Each year the school develops an Annual Improvement Plan indicating the intended key
improvements for student learning outcomes. The plan is drawn from the Catholic
Education Diocese, Wagga Wagga Annual Improvement Plan.

DOMAIN: CATHOLIC IDENTITY AND MISSION
Catholic Identity and Mission is expressed across the following interrelated and mutually
reinforcing components:
A systematic and comprehensive Religious Education Curriculum and Pedagogy
Prayer, Liturgy and Sacramental Life
Permeation of Catholic Values
School, Parish and Parents in Partnership
Spiritual life of the school
Evangelisation and Social Justice

●
●
●
●
●
●

System Goals
1. A shared understanding of the vision, mission and purpose of Catholic Education
2. An intentional and systematic framework for faith formation
3. Effective teaching practices and pedagogies in which the learners are active participants
who are engaging their whole person (‘head, heart and hands’).
4. Engagement with schools and parish communities
Areas for Improvement: Pedagogy
Evidence Informing Each Area for Improvement: Levels of Staff experience and levels of
qualifications in this area.
Teaching Standards (where relevant):
Actions to be Implemented

By Whom?

Engage in professional development targeting
the
teaching approaches of Religious
education within our school environment.
How can we ensure Active not passive
engagement with RE Lessons?
-

-

Teaching religious
modern society.

education

in

Term 1
Faith and
Care Team

a

Strategies for engaging students in
effective
religious
education
experiences.
What
does
quality

By When?

Principal,
REC
F&C Team

Pre
Survey
Term 1
Check
in
Term 2
Post Survey
Term 4

Ways
of
Measuring
Impact(Success Criteria)

Staff evaluation of the PD
and follow up evaluations
of effect size in classroom
practice.

Surveys of staff prior and
at the completion of our
planned
PD
sessions.
Surveying
levels
of
comfort,
confidence,
knowledge and areas of
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Religious education instruction look
like? Sound like? Feel like?

identified improvement.

DOMAIN: LEARNING AND TEACHING
Learning and Teaching encompasses: Curriculum, Pedagogy, Literacy and Numeracy, Teacher Practice,
Professional Learning, Assessment and Reporting, Student Achievement, Student Wellbeing for
Learning and Student Diverse Learning Needs.

System Goals: (consider goals appropriate to sector i.e. primary/secondary)
1.

To build teacher capacity to deliver quality writing instruction in Early Years, Stage 1 and Stage 2
cohorts through:
a.

b.
2.

Improved collaborative planning, focusing on analysis of student performance and
identification of targeted writing strategies, specifically oral language development in K-1 or the
use of academic language in Stage 2.
Use of data to inform the development of high impact teaching and learning strategies using
assessment ‘for and of’ learning to craft precise responses to student and cohort needs.

Use of data to inform differentiated teaching of Mathematics in years 3 to 6.

Areas for Improvement: Teaching Practice and Literacy Instructional Teacher Project & EMU/MFT Role
Evidence Informing Each Area for Improvement: NAPLAN Results (School and Diocese),
Whole school writing samples
Teaching Standards:
The Learning Collaborative System Parameters: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14.
School Parameters:

Actions to be Implemented

By Whom?

By When?

Our PD will follow Lyn Sharratts ‘Assessment
and Instruction Framework ‘Waterfall Chart’
(Sharratt 2019; Clarity pg 124)
- Reimagining Learning Intentions and
Success Criteria in the area of English
and revisiting Maths. (2020)
- Descriptive Feedback(2020)
- Peer and Self Assessment
- Individual Goal Setting
- Ongoing
Data
Collection
(Before-during-after lessons)
- Assessment
informs
effective
questions, conversations and robust

Jess
Wild
and
Josh
Gaynor

Throughout
Terms 1 and
2 2021

Jess

Pre survey
Term 1
Check
in
Term 2
Post survey
Term 4

Wild,

Ways of Measuring
Impact
(Success Criteria)
Evidence
through
leadership
walkthroughs.
Key
components outlayed to
staff prior to weekly
focus. Feedback to staff
on
the
day
of
walkthrough.
Evidence
through
asking
of
the
5
questions of students Collection of responses
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learning tasks
Work collaboratively with the LIT (Jess Wild) to
implement and develop the school wide
approach to the above system goals.
- develop a common understanding of a
literacy block and how this can be
informed by the Teaching and
Learning Cycle

Josh Gaynor
and whole
staff

Allie Murray,
Josh Gaynor
and whole
staff

feedback to staff.
Throughout
Terms
1-4
2021

Throughout
Terms
1-4
2021

Work collaboratively with the EMU/MFT (Allie
Murray) to implement and develop the school
wide approach to the above system goals.
- increase whole school use of data to
inform T&L through the introduction of
MAI GP data wall.
- To
ensure
common
teaching
approaches across the school that are
aligned to the EMU approach.

Surveys of staff prior and
at the completion of our
planned PD sessions.
Surveying
levels
of
comfort,
confidence,
knowledge and areas of
identified improvement.

To see positive growth
through growth point
evidence.
To decrease the% of
students
who
are
vulnerable in place value
to less than 10%.

DOMAIN: COMMUNITY AND CULTURE
Community and Culture includes: organisational culture, positive partnerships with parents,
families and carers, parish and community partnerships, staff wellbeing, student voice and
engagement and professional relationships.
Areas for improvement: Community engagement and partnerships
Evidence informing each area for improvement: Enrolment numbers and visibility within
community
Teaching standards (where relevant):

Actions to be implemented

Improved levels of wider community engagement
Social media presence
Partnerships with Pre-schools and Aged
Care
Darren and library to connect via storytime.

By
whom?

By when?

Ways of measuring
impact
(success criteria)

Whole staff
and Darren
Wighton

Throughout
Terms
1-4
2021

Feedback from community
members
and
other
stakeholders
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DOMAIN: LEADERSHIP AND STEWARDSHIP
Leadership and stewardship embodies the responsible planning, management and
sustainability of human, fiscal and physical resources. Components of this area could include:
financial management, facilities, ICT, leadership development and growth, management
practices and school planning, implementation and reporting processes.
Areas for Improvement: Financial management, policies and procedures
Evidence informing each area for improvement:
financial system and dated policies.

High levels of anxiety towards new

Teaching Standards (where relevant):

Actions to be Implemented

Financial
management
system
Implementation
- To ensure a smooth transition for our
school.
- Provide support to those involved
- Ensure schools best interests are at the
forefront
Policies and procedures
- Internal audit to be carried out around
required policies and procedures.
- Focus on updating and ensuring
relevance
- Ensuring all linked policies are up to
date and still exist through CEDWW
intranet

By whom?

By when?

Throughout
Terms
1-4
2021
Secretarial
staff
and
Principal

Term 2

Ways of measuring
impact
(success criteria)

Feedback from admin
staff. Feedback from the
parent body around
changes and levels of
impact.

Feedback
and
Reflection
from
the
whole
school
staff
following presentation
of
policies
and
understanding of where
to find, what to look for.

Miss Charlene Robson ensured the aims for the religious education area were well organised
and received well from staff. Growth was seen in this area of teaching and learning.
Understanding and use of the waterfall chart increased due to increased professional
development and structure around this throughout the school. The knowledgeable others
developed data walls in their respective fields which were a work in progress and are
assisting staff to ensure all children's needs are being met.
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Priority Key Improvements for 2022

DOMAIN: EVANGELISATION AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Evangelisation and religious education is expressed across the following interrelated
and mutually reinforcing components:
●
●
●
●
●

Sacred Scripture, Religious Education, Pedagogy (Encountering Christ)
Faith Formation Opportunities (Witnessing to Christ)
Social Justice Opportunities and Outreach (Serving Christ in Others)
Prayer, Scripture, Liturgy and the Sacraments (Engaging in Worship in Christ)
Catholic Identity and Worldview, School and Parish Partnerships (Forming a
Christ-centred Community)

SYSTEM STRATEGIC PRIORITY
1.1

The CEDWW Charter

The development of a Charter for CEDWW schools that articulates the dual moral purpose
of Catholic Identity and Student Learning.
Each school to:
-

Contribute to the development of the CEDWW Charter through participation in a
System led process.
Lead the Faith formation of staff and students to foster active participation in prayer,
liturgy and the sacramental life of the Church.

Inspiring Specific (and strategic) Measurable Attainable Relevant (results oriented) Time framed
e.g. By ... (date) I will .... (what you will do) so that ... (measurable result)

SCHOOL PRIORITY AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT
Vision and Mission Statement
Increase Student leadership in Social Justice and school wellbeing initiatives- GYM
groups, liturgies, mini vinnies
Evidence Informing each Area for Improvement:
Evidenced-based
SMART Goal
Success Criteria
Strategies/Actions
(to be focused on improved
(ways of measuring
Required to Deliver the SMART
student outcomes}
impact)
Goal
In

order

to

increase

visible An

invitation

will

go

out

to The impact of social
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student leadership and voice, by
The end of Term 1 2022, we will
have created a student Social
Justice Group and continued
with “Grow Your Mind” as a
school initiative for wellbeing.

By the end of 2022 we will have
created a new Vision and Mission
Statement for our school that we
can have a statement that
clearly outlines our purpose and
core beliefs in a clear and
concise format.

students and staff willing to be justice and school
involved in the Social Justice Wellbeing will be
Group by Week 4 of Term 1.
evaluated through
staff and student
A new or existing team will be surveys and the
formed to continue the work of number up-take of
“Grow Your Mind”
the student social
justice group.

Parent/Carer survey for input.
Completion of a
Staff working party established.
document that all
Linked in with our work with
stakeholders can be
Transformative Learning.
proud of.

Leadership and Stewardship embodies the responsible planning, management and
sustainability of human, fiscal and physical resources.
SCHOOL PRIORITY AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT
Registration and Validation Process - Updating all school policies and procedures
Financial Management System
- School Budget aligned to the system to ensure constant analysis ability.
- Processes in place for class/KLA budget allocation reminders.

Student voice taken to school council meetings

Evidence Informing each Area for Improvement:
Evidenced-based
SMART Goal
Strategies/Actions
(to be focused on improved
Required to Deliver the SMART
student outcomes)
Goal

Success Criteria
(ways of measuring
impact)

By Term 3 Registration date we
will have revisited all School
based Policies and procedures so
that we are compliant.

Successful
Registration
Feedback from staff
regarding
access

Principal and Admin staff will
undertake
these
works
methodically,
timetabling
specific allocated time to this
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task.

Using
the
new
Financial
Management System (FMS) by
mid term 1 we will have aligned
our 2022 school budget directly
to the system allowing constant
analysis of overall budget and
ongoing specific areas.

and
knowledge
around the policy
and procedures

New processes in place for Admin
staff
alignment to occur and constant feedback
revisiting.
Admin staff pre-post
year
surveys
to
New processes in place for analyse growth in
class/KLA
budget
allocation both the system and
reminders
themselves.

DOMAIN: LEARNING AND TEACHING
Learning and Teaching encompasses: Curriculum, Pedagogy, Student Wellbeing for Learning
and Student Diverse Learning Needs.
SYSTEM STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
Through the ongoing development of instructional leadership in schools and the continued
focus on Parameters 1, 6 and 14, the following System strategic priorities will be delivered.
2.1
●

A Clearly Defined Statement of Learning
Each school to:

- Engage with and action effectively the intent of the TransFORMATIVE Learning Statement
through agreed teaching and learning practices and aligned classroom pedagogies. This
would include leveraging key learnings from the COVID-19 period.
- Contribute to the development of the Wellbeing for Learning Framework in order to inform
and improve school processes and programs for supporting student wellbeing,
engagement and diverse learning.
2.2
●

Targeted Academic Achievement and Growth in Literacy

Each Primary school to:

- Revisit whole-school evidenced based practices for the teaching of literacy.
- Use assessment data effectively and regularly to guide and develop planning and teaching
of Reading and Writing in order to meet the agreed targets for student learning growth
based on individual school analysis of specified literacy data (eg. Naplan, Best Start and
Observation interview data).
2.3
●

Targeted Academic Achievement and Growth in Numeracy

Each Primary school to:
23
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- Revisit whole-school evidenced based practices for the teaching of Numeracy.
- Use assessment data effectively and regularly to improve teaching of Mathematics to
ensure student achievement meets agreed targets for student learning growth in
numeracy based on individual school analysis of specified data (eg. Naplan, PAT, Best Start
and MAI data).
- Implement effective short term use of intervention groups to support vulnerable learners
reach system benchmarks based on individual school analysis of MAI and NAPLAN
numeracy data.
SCHOOL PRIORITY AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT
Statements of Agreed Practice in both Maths and English
Maths Focus
- Data Wall more interactive
Literacy Focus
- Data Wall more interactive
- Teacher Practice - Writing focus
Evidence Informing each Area for Improvement:
Evidenced-based
SMART Goal
Success Criteria
Strategies/Actions
(to be focused on improved
(ways of measuring
Required to Deliver the SMART
student outcomes)
impact)
Goal
By Term 3 we will have
undertaken PD with staff around
programming all strands of maths
By Term 3 we will have
to be incorporated through
implemented and be utilising a
learning and intertwined into the
common sequencing approach
number areas.
to Maths so that all classes are
strategically meeting our areas
MFT works with individual staff to
of need.
develop and implement S&S that
reflect directly the needs of the
students.

Evidence
through
scope and sequences
adaptations
and
teacher feedback
evidence of increase in
ACER
PAT
and
NAPLAN data areas
around the areas of
measurement
and
geometry and patterns
and algebra.

Professional
development
meetings, data gathering from
By the end of Term 1 we will have
other
schools,
common
created an agreed practice for
understandings and practices
the english block and maths
explored.
hour, therefore all staff are using
a common approach to teaching
Re-implementation of the maths
mathematics and english.
individual tracking tool.

Evidence through the
development of a one
page
document,
teacher
feedback,
learning walks and
talks
to
evidence
practice in action. 5
questions
with
students
targeting
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Teaching and learning cycle
gradual release of responsibility
mentor texts
Waterfall Chart

lesson structure
practices.

and

Evidence of the wall
being used as an
interactive
tool
for
creating clusters and
Create/restructure the physical targeted instruction.
Data wall and the online tracking
tool.
Pre - post surveys
gathering evidence of
Undertake PD around the use of teacher
the
understandings
and
By the end of Term 2 we will
Naplan Criteria (3-6) and the confidence around
have co constructed a data wall
Writing Analysis Tool (K-2).
using the Naplan criteria (3-6)
and the writing Analysis Tool
Moderating practices undertaken
(K-2). So that it is aligned across
to
ensure
whole
school
the school and is interactive. .
alignment.
Each term teachers will
provide a student work
Writing assessment will focus on sample
to
be
sentence structure, vocabulary moderated to show the
and grammar and punctuation as development
of
our Data Wall targeted areas.
students
sentence
structure, vocabulary
and
grammar and
punctuation.

DOMAIN: LEADERSHIP AND STEWARDSHIP
Leadership and Stewardship embodies the responsible planning, management and
sustainability of human, fiscal and physical resources.
SCHOOL PRIORITY AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT
Registration and Validation Process - Updating all school policies and procedures
Financial Management System
- School Budget aligned to the system to ensure constant analysis ability.
- Processes in place for class/KLA budget allocation reminders
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Student voice taken to school council meetings

Evidence Informing each Area for Improvement:
Evidenced-based
SMART Goal
Strategies/Actions
(to be focused on improved
Required to Deliver the SMART
student outcomes)
Goal

Principal and Admin staff will
By Term 3 registration date we undertake
these
works
will have revisited all School methodically,
timetabling
based policies and procedures so specific allocated time to this
that we are compliant.
task.

Using
the
new
financial
management system (FMS) by
mid Term 1 we will have aligned
our 2022 school budget directly
to the system allowing constant
analysis of overall budget and
ongoing specific areas.

Section 10: Parent,
Participation

Success Criteria
(ways of measuring
impact)

Successful
Registration
Feedback from staff
regarding access and
knowledge
around
the
Policy
and
Procedures

New processes in place for
Admin staff feedback
alignment to occur and constant
Admin staff pre-post
revisiting.
year
surveys
to
analyse growth in
New processes in place for
both the system and
class/KLA
budget
allocation
themselves.
reminders

Student

and

Teacher

Satisfaction

Parent

Parents are the primary educators of their children and are always welcome at St Joseph’s
Primary School. The opinions and ideas of parents, students and teachers are valued and
sought. Their suggestions are incorporated into planning for and achieving improved
outcomes for students. This year the school used a variety of processes to gain information
about the level of satisfaction from parents, students and teachers.
Parent Satisfaction

Highly Satisfied

Satisfied

75%

25%

Dissatisfied
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Parents were asked to list words that they associate with the school and their children's
education and a variety of the responses were received:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Inclusive caring community excellence
Absolutely fantastic
Care, support, understanding
Great friendly fun learning environment
Caring, understanding, great teachers, friendly atmosphere
supportive, inclusive, whole-child focused,
Inclusive, supportive, approachable, proactive, modern, well resourced

Student Satisfaction

Highly Satisfied

Satisfied

75%

Dissatisfied
25%

Teacher Satisfaction

Highly Satisfied

Satisfied

Dissatisfied

100%
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